THE BLACK PANTHER PARTY
AND POLITICAL ORGANIZING IN BALTIMORE, 1968–1974

REVOLUTION

"Revolution In Our Lifetime": The Black Panther Party and Political Organizing in Baltimore, 1968–1974 explores the founding, programs, and everyday activities of the Black Panther Party’s Baltimore chapter, as well as the party’s ideological foundations and state repression it experienced. The exhibit further examines the party’s links to other political organizations in the city within the broader context of political organizing in the period. The exhibit features rare artifacts, documents, and photographs, as well as copies of the party’s newspaper.

Curators:
Kai Clemons (Morgan State)
Gerardo Fontes (Johns Hopkins)
Emma Petite (Johns Hopkins)
Kristian Whitehead (Morgan State)

4/12—5/26

The Peale: Baltimore’s Community Museum
226 Holliday Street, Baltimore, MD 21202

4/12
Exhibition Opening and Panel Discussion
5:00 pm – 7:00 pm

Co-sponsored by Inheritance, Baltimore Humanities and Arts Education for Black Liberation, the Caine Center for the Critical Study of Racism, Immigration, and Colonization, and the Center for Africana Studies at Johns Hopkins University.